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Best Practices of the College  

Academic Session - 2015-16 

 

Best Practice I: Online Admission 

With the advent of the internet on mobile and expansion of broadband internet services 

throughout the country, it was imperative for our institution to use these developments in 

technology to its full. Hence the college took giant leap in year 2015 towards enabling 

aspiring students to access the admission process online. This step not empowered students, 

parents but also our college staff to maintain and regularize the admission process in smooth 

way.  

Online admission helped us in following ways: 

1. Making information available to students and parents effortlessly 

2. Making the admission process more lucid and transparent 

3. Making database of the students  

4. Reducing paper work thereby reducing carbon footprints 

5. Less of human intervention resulting in less manual errors 

6. Making students aware of the various courses & functions. 

 

Best Practice II: Wi-Fi Up-gradation and Gym Up-gradation 

Wi-Fi Up-gradation: 

Keeping Pace in future technology is what paved way for being future ready. College 

authorities strongly believe in the above statement, also it reflects our vision to impart and 

implement best teaching facility for its students. Hence, college installed wireless-fidelity 

(Wi-Fi) in the campus using most modern infrastructure which can be used many years 

without being obsoleted.   

The Wi-Fi system has been installed by expert professionals so that there should not be any 

limitations. As internets have its own challenges keeping in mind, college has installed many 

security layers in Wi-Fi system so that it can be kept under control and surveillances.  
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The Wi-Fi enabled cell the students to access the vast knowledge available on their internet to 

their fingertip. There were many students who belong to remote areas where high-speed 

internet network is not available. Many students who are unable to access the internet 

regularly due to financial limitations, The Wi-Fi services help students to overcome all these 

challenges. 

Various assignments, project works, research publication, referring of alternative ways have 

become very easy for the students. Success of Wi-Fi was clearly evident by the daily count of 

login and data transfer volumes recorded. Also, many students had approached various 

faculties to clear or elaborate on certain alternative topics, recent studies published in national 

or international journals which clearly quantify the grand success of the system. 

Gym up-gradation: 

‘Health is wealth’- the mantra of this universal phase. Srikrishna College, Bagula took very 

important step in upgrading the Gym. To have a successful career one needs to be healthy. 

Physical fitness catalysis is the mental health in any individual’slife. The College dedicatedly 

allocated a big hall for this purpose.  

The hall was renovated at ground flooring and following Gym instruments were installed: 

1. Treadmill, 2. Barbells, 3. Squat Rack, 4. Cables & Pulleys, 5. Dumb-Bells, 6. Smith 

Machine,  7. Abdominal Bench, 8. Indoor Cycle Bike, 9. Elliptical Machine, 10. Running 

Machine, 11. Twister, 12. Four Station Multi-Gym, 13. Flat Bench, 14. Dumbbell Rack 15. 

AB King Pro, 16. Push Up Bar, 17. Kick Boxer, 18. Incline and Decline Bench, 19. Swiss 

Ball, 20. Yoga Mat. 

The instruments procured and installed are of premium quality, so that even after rigorous 

usages by college students, they can be used for longer duration of time. Even college was 

recruited a part-time qualified Gym trainer to help students for a professional guidance. 

The students are really excited and it is purely evident that from attendance register. Due to 

heavy participation from almost all semester students, the college authority has chalked out 

routine bases and time-based work out schedules from all the interested students. Also, 

membership card-based system has been introduced to make the Gym facility equitably 

available for all. Even faculty members are showing immense interest and their time slots for 

use of Gym has been fixed for use of Gym. 
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As the passing days, students have found these facilities more and more useful to keep them 

fit and fine. But for some serious students it has opened up a new career development path 

such as powerlifting, bodybuilding etc. Keeping in mind the co-education nature of college, 

Gym hall should be divided into two parts – boys and girls. The girl’s section should be 

meticulously designed to take care of the safety and security. Also, there must be an attached 

washroom and personal locker. 


